COLORADO CHAMPIONS LEAGUE

The intent of the Champions League is to provide the player and teams an opportunity to
compete at the highest level available within Colorado. These teams are typically the teams
wanting to participate in National/Regional competitions, out of state tournaments and
college showcases. This league is structured to meet US Soccer birth year and small sided
mandates. This is an application only league and no team is guaranteed placement and will
need to apply prior to each seasonal year. Roster strength will be the main considerations for
acceptance and placement into the Colorado Champions League.

COLORADO CENTENNIAL LEAGUE

The Centennial League of CSA is an exciting new competitive league for teams who do not
wish to play in or are not accepted into the Champions League (First Division). For the first
time in CSA history our member clubs are being given the primary responsibility for placing
their teams in the appropriate levels of play. The Centennial league will have five or six
different levels of competition. Within each level there may or may not be groups. Groups
will have no hierarchy within a respective division, but will be split based on certain criteria
such as: clubs playing their own teams and attempts to keep travel evenly split. This does not
mean that northern clubs stay north but there will be consideration when clubs such as
Cheyenne, Grand Junction and Pueblo fall within the same divisions. Each season, fall and
spring, clubs can readjust team placement based on their assessment of performance in the
past season. There will be no more promotion and relegation, thus allowing for player
development and participation to be the key factors. Although there is no promotion and
relegation there are recommendations and guidelines within this league. For example, teams
that finish first in the highest division will be encouraged to apply to the Champions League
the following seasonal year.

